The ICI is pleased to announce the return of the monthly **Focus on Practice** sessions designed to provide technical and social support to the growing number of facilitators working with assisted typers in the Syracuse area. Using a format of reflective discussion and video examples, these topic based conversations will help you develop your confidence as a facilitator and give you ideas to create better results for the people you support.

Meetings will be held on Wednesday evenings from **5:30-7:00** at the Institute on Inclusion and Communication and a light supper will be provided.

**January 18, 2012** - Practice with the Ladder of Communication- **Room 375 HH**

**February 15, 2012** - Sensory Profiles of Typers - Movement and Meltdowns- **Room 056 HH**

**March 21, 2012** - Positioning - Individualizing Seating and Surfaces- **Room 375 HH**

**April 25, 2012** - Being Stuck - Whys and Ways Out- **Room 056 HH**

**May 16, 2012** - Issues of Influence and Doubt- **Room 056 HH**